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…55 My Ba opened his mouth to me, to 56answer what I had said: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

“If you mention burial of bad flesh, 

 

            57             

   ir                 sxA     = k              qrs  n               HAt                     ib
  if          mention you        burial of              bad         flesh     

                                                                                            sick           heart 

 
If you think of burial, it is a heart break. (Lichtheim) 
"If you think of burial, it is a sad matter; (Faulkner) 

If thou art thinking of burial, that is heart’s distress. (Wilson) 
'If you would call burial to mind, it is heartache,(Nederhof) 
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  The phrase  krs n  as it appears in column arrangement… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

…and in line arrangement . 

 

 
 The comparison with the extract from Dickson’s dictionary at left shows 

that the letter n  is no part of the word krs and that it therefore is the 

genitival adjective n meaning belonging to and translated as of: 

the burial of. 
 

ib heart  is known as the symbol of the flesh being inspected during 

the procedure of the judgment as it is the one placed on the scales to be 
weighed against the feather of Maat, which represents the pure flesh of 
the gods. If the man being inspected is found to be with Maat in his 

body, then that was a good, healthy ib, If, on the contrary, the man is 

found bearing isft, then it was a sick ib the one that was put on the 

scales. 

 The determinative sign  of the word HAt , bad, sick, is the symbol of the sick flesh. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
it brings tears to the eyes, it is like making a man miserable   

 

                              58              
  pw       init         rmyt         pw       m                sind                   s 
 this  brings     tears       it is   like      make miserable   a man 

 
In this speech of his the Ba is using parables to show what happens to those who attempted to 
elevate themselves above their “proper” level. In this, first one, the man is made miserable not 
by his own decision but by the person’s (obviously his Ba’s) who took him from his house and 
made him go to where he did not belong to. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

by taking him from his house and sending him to the  channel  qAA
 

                                             59  

      Sdt           s        pw      m      pr=f               xAa          Hr             qAA 
take away  man   this    of   house his   throw        on           qAA channel 

 
it is taking a man from his house, he being cast on the high ground (Lichtheim, Faulkner) 
it is taking a man out of his house (so that) he is left on the hillside (Wilson) 

it is taking a man from his house, left on a hill.(Nederhof) 
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The term qAA in order to have meant high ground, hillside, it should have been written 

thus: ;  accompanied by the ideogram for the hill-slope . 

 The sign , which determines the word qAA above  is the ideogram for 

irrigation canal, irrigated land and, as per Alan Gardiner, it is clearly a mere differentiation of the 

earlier determinative sign  for mr, channel filled with water, excluding thus any sense of 

height. 
 

The word is, most probably, the name of a quay in a river or a large canal, as is the case with 

mryt,  (see below column 64).  

In the Pyramid texts the waters that the vindicated has to cross in order to be transported from 

East to West, i.e. the water on which the ferry-boat floats, is called , the channel ,  

. 

The adjective  , means tall, high, but it also means exalted. There is a possibility 

therefore that the  channel, or quay, was reserved for the aristocracy and not for any 

commoner just taken out of his house. The commoners and low status persons were taken to 

the  mryt, , quay, or wharf or just a location by the river, because it is there they 

died (see below column 64). 

 

The miserable man of this little story was taken from his home to the  channel by his 

superior. The man failed (he was found to be bad flesh), and so the tears were not for the burial 
but for the loss of the man who would have survived if he had not been taken from his home to 

the qAA location. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
and thus you will not go up to see the light of the sun (the West) 
 

                                   60   
  nn          pri          n=k           r - Hrw               mAA    =k               ra 
  not        go         thou           up              to see  you      the sun                  
 

The above sentence is apparently a poetic variant of the well-known phrase , prt m hrw

passing into the light,  , meaning, in this context, “you, for mishandling 

the man, lost the West”. 
 
Next, the Ba gives an example of what happens to those who managed to elevate themselves 
to the status of god. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________   
 

Those who built in granite, halls 
 

         61       

         dqw       m   inr    n             mAt               xws                   
     builders           in   stone  of         granite        halls 
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of beautiful pyramids of  good construction,  
 

                             62         

      m         mr              nfrw         m                kAt                   nfrt 
      of    pyramids  beautiful     of     construction           good 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

when the builders change into gods, their scepters are destroyed 
 

                  63              

                sqdw                     nTrw                                    iry          wSw       
change       builders        into     gods               scepters       of them   destroyed,  
 

                                                              = change into (concise dictionary, page 188) 

when the builders have become gods their offering stones are desolate (Lichtheim)  
when the builders became gods their stelae were destroyed, (Faulkner) 

as soon as the builders have become gods their offering stones are as bare, (Wilson) 

when the builders became gods, their altars were bare, (Nederhof) 
 

The phrase “become gods”, that the translators prefer, suggests a ritual transformation: the 
deceased became a god!! 
The phrase in the text reads “change into gods” and it means an actual change of man into god, 

i.e. by naming a man a god. The primitive nny is recognized as an ankhti . 
 

With regard to scepters , which the translators turned into offering stones, stelae and altars, 

they are scepters indeed, emblems of authority, as the determinative sign clearly indicates 

(especially the  sceptre is well known as sign S42), which are held by real people: the 

builders who turned into gods but failed and the symbols of their power were broken. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

like the primitives (and) the mts on mryt wharf when no one survives. 

 

      64                 

 mi            nnw                    mt(w)         Hr         mryt         n            gAw            Hry - tA   
like     the primitives (and) the mts      at    Mryt wharf  for          lack        of  survivor 
                                                                    Mryt Channel 

                                                                    Mryt location 

 

as if they were the dead who died on the riverbank for lack of a survivor (Lichtheim) 

like the weary ones, who are dead on the riverbank without a survivor (Shupak) 
like the weary ones who died on the riverbank through lack of a survivor (Faulkner)  

as (those of) the weary ones, the dead on the dyke (Wilson) 

like those of weary ones who are dead on a riverbank for lack of a survivor. (Nederhof) 
 

The “fake” gods ended up dead as nnw and mts, because such they were, disguised as gods. 
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I..Uferdamm (am Fluss, am Meere, auch von der syrischen Küste) 

Als Stelle, wo der Wäscher tätig ist. Als Damm auf dem man geht, als 

Felderbegrenzung  

II.. Insbesondere als die Stelle am Ufer, wo Schiffe landen Können; seit Nä. 

Vielfach im Sinne von „Hafen“. Auch bildlich gebraucht. 
 
I.. Embankment (on the river, the sea, and from the Syrian coast)  
As a place where the scrubber is operating. As a dam on which a man can walk,  as 
border between fields  
II. Specifically, as the place on the shore where ships can land. 
Later, in many cases, meaning "harbor". Also used pictorially. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Carried by the current and burned by the sun (the corpses) 
 

65                          66           
        iTi.n                     nwy                   pHwy =f             Axw             m mitt           iry      
   carry off               flood                end its         sunrays     likewise     thereof 

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________   

 
the fishes talk to them with wet lips. 
 

                67      
       mdw                n =sn                rmw                    spt(y)       n    mw         
     speak          to them         the fishes             lips      of  water 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Listen to me! Look, it is good to listen to people. 

 

                                              
    sDm     r =k       n =i          mk            nfr               sDm         n          rmT 
 listen   you    to me     behold    it is good    to listen    to       people 

 
Listen to me, as it is good to listen to people! (Shupak) 

Listen to me, as it is good to listen to people! (Nederhof) 

 

Shupak and Nederhof translate according to the text and do not mind having the supposed soul 
calling itself “people”. 
 
Listen to me! It is good for people to listen. (Lichtheim) 
Listen to me; behold it is good for men to hear. (Faulkner)  
Listen to me. Behold, it is good for men to listen. (Wilson) 

 

Lichtheim, Faulkner and Wilson are more… careful.  
________________________________________________________________________________         
 

Enjoy the day and forget worries. 
 

68                         
      šms         hrw             nfr             smx            mH 
  follow        day           nice          forget      worries 

_____________________________________________________________________________________                   

A peasant ploughed his plot of land and loaded 

 

    69                    
iw          nDs              skA    =f               Sdw =f            iw =f         ATp 
is      commoner      ploughs he      plot of land his     is he      loading 
 

Here begins a parable which ends with the killing of some children for not being ankhti   
 

People owning a plot of land to plow and harvest, as well as a home and a wife, were people 
who had passed through the judgment successfully and were already living in the West. 
As the narrative begins, therefore, the peasant is in the West.  

__________________________________________________________________ 
his harvest into a boat. He towed the boat 

    

                 70              
    =f Smw              =f r              Xnw                  dpt              stAs                 =f 
the harvest      his to the    interior            boat          tows               he 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                             

and sailed as delivery of goods collected was getting close.  

 

71                                                
          sqdwt                                      =f                       tkn 
       sailing           goods collected/produced his    gets near  
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He towed the freight. As his feast day approached. (Lichtheim) 
towing it when his time of festival drew near. (Faulkner) 

 

does mean “Festival”:  

 

Das Fest. The Festival 

 
But the parable is not about festivities. 
In the red boxes the term  appears written exactly as in the “Dispute” text. 

 
Der Fang von Fischen und Vögeln. 

Gern neben  : Speise und Fangertrag,  
 

The catch of fish and birds.  
Often in combination with  : food and game.  
 

The glyph appearing in the writing of the term  is used as a determinative sign 

in some words naming festivals but it is also phonetic    
 

The commoner, being a person of low social status, was brought to the West to work and 

provide for the , the pure ones, i.e. the  the patricians, the , the viables  and the 

 the gods.  What was getting close therefore, the  was most probably the date he had to 

deliver whatever he had managed to produce and collect besides the harvest from the land. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
He saw the darkness of a coming northern storm 

 

         72         
    mAn  =f          prt              wxt               nt                 mHyt             
  sees  he     coming     darkness        of         northern storm 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 
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He kept an eye on the boat as the sun was running in and out (of clouds). 

 

           73                   
        rs             m         dpt                 ra           Hr             
  watches      on       boat             sun         on       coming and going   

 

is an expression meaning, according to Faulkner, “come in and go out”, “come 

and go” (Concise dictionary pg. 49).  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
With his wife and children they met a misfortune in a channel 

 

          74                                
  Hna         Hmt =f               msw         =f               Aq                 tp          S 
with  woman his       children   his    meet misfortune  on     channel 

 
(he) came out with his wife and children, and foundered on the lake (Lichtheim) 
with his wife and children, but came to grief on a lake (Faulkner) 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

closed and dangerous in the Dark-land at  location 
   

                          75                        
          Sn                        m                             Xr                                    
        Closed,                   in       the Dark-land,     at            Mryt                  

      dangerous ( )                   the East 

        lethal 
 

infested at night with crocodiles. (Lichtheim) 
infested by night with crocodiles. (Faulkner) 

 

The peasant is now recalling an incident that took place while he and his family were still in the 
East.   

The pictogram of the crocodile is used only to indicate that the two locations  and  

were dangerous, even lethal, but no real crocodiles are involved. In order for 
this claim to be justified it is imperative to reach to the end of this parable. 
For the time being it suffices to point out that there is no verb “infest/infested” in the text. A 
misfortune took place in such and such locations. That is all that the text informs.  
  
 

Comments on the term “ ”                    
 
 

  signifies night according to the dictionaries and so do all the translators render 

the term, no matter what the context.  
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The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 211 §132 
 

Unis was conceived in the night, Unis was born in the night: (Allen) 
 
 

                          

      iwr             wnis          m                         msi        wnis        m            
conceived       Unas       in                        born      Unas      in           

  

To say that the king was conceived and born in Egypt is reasonable, but saying that he was 
conceived during some night time and not during some morning time, it is not only 

unreasonable, it is outright ridiculous. Therefore, the term , in this context, names a place 

and not a time period.  
Moreover, those who were conceived in the “day”, or worse, “by day”, are summoned to… give 
birth to the king who was conceived and born in the “night” (right below, Utterance 408). 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 408 §714 
 

Pepi is born in the Dark-land, come for Pepi is born 

 

                                               
   msi          ppi       pn        m                            my           msi        ppi 
is born    Pepi     this     in                             come     is born    Pepi 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

You two conceiving/conceived   in Light-land,  rouse yourselves and give 
birth to him.  
  

                                                                     
           iwr.t(i)                  hrw            Aw            Tn              msi           Tn         sw 
 you two conceived      light        rouse    you two   give birth    you    to him 

 
O you two who conceive by day, rouse (?) yourselves that you may give birth to me (Faulkner) 

You two whom the day conceives, extend yourselves and give birth to him (Allen) 
 

The phrase You two whom the day conceives is not as ludicrous as Faulkner’s O you two who 
conceive by day but it is entirely devoid of any possible meaning. Both phrases betray the fact 
that Faulkner and Allen have not the slightest idea of what the author of the passage wanted to 
convey.   
The sentence “Pepi is born, come and give birth to him” seems contradictory and meaningless 
but he who was born in the East, in the Dark-land, in order to survive judgment should have had 
a second mother or a foster mother who was a Westerner, born in the West, the Light-land of 
the gods. 
 

The East, the land of darkness, is also called ,  .The little glyph (S21) 

signifies “tongue of land” and is used as a determinative sign in terms naming geological 
features of the earth. 
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, , means night and darkness. 

 , or   is the name by which the people of the   
land were known. 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 419 §748c 
 
                                 
         Teti Pyramid 

 
  Merenre Pyramid 
 
 

He of the night will not bow over Teti (Allen) 

 

                                
   n           ksw                     xAwty                    Hr          tti 
not     bowing      he of   land       over      Teti 

 
 

The night-demon(?) will not bend over you (Faulkner) 

 

                               
    n                ksw                          xAwtw                    Hr          =k  
 not         bowing           he of   land       over      you 

 
 Faulkner’s gloss reads

In the Wörterbuch there are the following entries. 

 
 

Der Abendwanderer u.ä. ob richtig ? 
The evening walkers e.t.c. 
But is that correct? 
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ob Personifikation des Todes ? 
Perhaps personification of death ? 
 
The Egyptologists are obviously obssessed with death while the ancient Egyptians were 
obsessed with dear life and how to preserve it.  
 

 And, finally, the word   darkness was also used to name the East, with   

 being the appellation of its people. 
 

                                                            
                                       pr                      kkw 
                                the house    of the kkw people 
                                                                            (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch.78, pl.25, line 5) 

 
The relevant passage translated by Faulkner reads as follows: 
 

Do not let him who has done me harm approach me, so that he sees me in the 
House of Darkness, and uncovers my weariness which is hidden from him. 

 

Weariness = mt status 
 

Those who live in the house of the people of “darkness” are the mts.  

 

auch Haus (Ort, Land, u.ä.) der Dunkelheit. 
also house (place, land, etc.) of the darkness 
auch in Bezeichnungen von Göttern und Toten „die in der Dunkelheit sind“ u.ä.  
also in naming gods and the dead as "who are in the darkness" 
 
Normaly there should be no gods in the Land of Darkness but, as you will realize from passage 
cited below (page 14) there were Ankti persons there who were happy because they enjoyed 
sex pleasures (the “Bull” gods of the West who were inseminating the “Cows” of the East).  
 

The indicator of the dual number  , , seems to derive from the fact that  
also means twilight (both light and darkness). Note the ideograms of night and day used as 

determinative signs for the word  into the box below. 
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The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Ch. 80, Plate 28, line 2 
 

Casting light into the darkness, is the uniting of the two ladies 

(Isis, Nephthys) who are in my body. 
 

                                        
                             sSpt          m                                   smAt             
                 lightening    of           darkness      the uniting (is)                    

 

                                                       
                          rHty                        ỉmy                 Xt            =i 
                of the two ladies       who are in         body      mine  
 
…which gives light in darkness, which unites the two companion-godesses who are in my body 
(Faulkner) 
  
The uniting of night with day, darkness with light and Nephthys with Isis, has to do with the 
theme of the Dual Mother. 
 

https://www.academia.edu/7033776/Dual_Mother 
 

The proper ideogram for the word night is the one showing stars in the sky as it appears in 

the word  above . The word , , however, the proper word for 

night, is written with a broken and bound oar in the place of the star . 

The oar  is phonetic , voice and in combination with phonetic , thus , it  

reads   which is an epithet for the “vindicated” ones meaning whose voice is maa. A 

broken symbol of the voice most probably symbolizes the land of those whose voice is not 

. maa

The inhabitants of the East, of the land, possessed no maa voice. An ingenious way in 

distinguishing between night and  Dark-land. 

 
In the Book of the Dead there is a description of this land of darknes. 
 
Words spoken by Ani: O Atum what is this I have come into.  
It is without water, it is without air, it is very deep, it is very dark, it is so 

boundless. 

He who is ankhti, however, is content here.     
 

There is no, moreover, there is no sexual pleasures here.  
Give me purity (make me an ankhti) in exchange for water and air, with love 

joys and contentment in exchange for bread and beer. 

So said he.  
 

 

https://www.academia.edu/7033776/Dual_Mother
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Dd mdw     in            Any           i       itm         iSst            pw           SAs        =i       r       st          
words      by            Ani           O     Atum     what         is this       came       I       in      it                     
spoken    

 

The passage begins with words spoken by Ani and ends with the phrase so said he. It is not a 

dialogue, between Ani and Atum as per Faulkner, it is a monologue by the scribe Ani. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                  

                                                             
  iw       grt            n         mw        st       nn         TAw         st        mD.tỉ           sp sn   
  is   moreover  without   water     it    without     air         it      it is deep     very much     

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                            
     kktw-ti             sp sn             HHy.ti         sp sn        
   it is dark      very much     boundless    very much              

  

 

                                     
      im       s        m  Htp ib             
who is ankhti      in       it       is contend   

      viable 

 

The reason for which the  are considered content in a place like that is explained by Ani in 

the lines following, where he is complaining about the lack of sex pleasures and wants to trade 
his water, air, food and beer for love joys. 
____________________________________________________________________________  
 

                                                     
         n      iw          grt            nn           iri.tw            nDmmyt               im      s 
      there is no    moreover  there is no   making        love joys              in     it         

______________________________________________________________________________     

            

                                                        
        rdi        n=i        Axw         m             iswy           mw              TAw 
       give     to me    purity       in     exchange for     water   (and) air 

______________________________________________________________________________             

    

                                                  
         Hna            nDmmyt                Htp ib              m            iswy 
        with           love joys    (and) contentment      in         exchange  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

          

        

                                          
             t                 Hnqt             xr(y) fy  sw             
       for bread   (and) beer            so said   he     

                                                             (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch. 175, plate 29, line 9) 
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In dynasty 18 the broken oar was replaced by a broken scepter  
 

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 76 
 
The parable of the commoner as narrated up to now (Columns 68 – 75) 
 

A peasant  ploughed his plot of land and loaded his harvest into a boat. He towed 
the boat and sailed as the time to deliver his products was getting close.  
He saw the darkness of a coming northern storm. 
He kept an eye on the boat as the sun was running in and out (of clouds). 
With his wife and children they met a misfortune in a fenced, dangerous channel in 
the Dark-land at mryt location. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

On finishing (with the ordeal) he settled down (in the West). 
With broken voice he said: 

  

                         76                    
       Dr           .in =f       Hms(w)             psS  =f        m        xrw         Hr   Dd 
     ended      he   settled down     divides he  of      voice       speaks 

                                                                   with broken voice 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I do not weep for that mother, not for the one who passed to the West  
 

    77                                               

    n      rm      =i         n  tfA              mst            nn n=s                 prt          m          imnt 
 not  weep     I       for that     mother      not for her    (who)passed   to  the West 
  

I do not weep for that mother, for whom there is no coming from the West  (Lichtheim) 
I weep not for yonder mother, who has no more going forth from the West  (Faulkner) 
I am not weeping for that mother, (though) there is no coming forth from the West for her  
(Wilson) 

I do not weep for that mother, for whom there is no escape from the west (Nederhof) 

Analyzing , :  
 

 or  is the commonest negative word in hieroglyphic meaning not is …., it is not 

(the case that)….  

 , she,her personal suffix pronoun 3rd person feminine. 
 

                otherwise             

  nn         n =s                           nn       =s 
not       to her                       not     her 
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__________________________________________________________ 
 

for the other one on land.  I am concerned  about her children 
 

                                  78                          
  r             kt               Hr                         mHy         =i        Hr              msw           =s 
for  the other one    on       land    concerned  am I       for         children      hers 

   
for another being-on-earth. I grieve for her children, (Lichtheim) 

for another (term) upon earth;  I sorrow rather for her children  (Faulkner) 

for another (time) on earth. (But) I am concerned about her (unborn) children, (Wilson) 

for another term on earth; But I will grieve for her children, (Nederhof) 
 

  means earth, as opposed to sky and land, as opposed to water. 

In this particular passage one mother boarded the ferry boat and was transported to the West  
and the other one remained behind, on land. 
________________________________________________________________ 
 

broken in the egg (killed young) by seen the face of god Khenty 

 

   79                        

         sd.w        m       swHt         mA.w          Hr                          
      broken        in        egg          seeing        face    god Khenty 
 
who have looked in the face of the crocodile god  (Faulkner) 

who have seen the face of crocodile  (Lichtheim) 

who saw the face of the crocodile god  (Wilson)  
 

The crocodile pictogram  in the word   serves the same purpose as 

in the term mryt above (column 75). God Khenty was the executioner, he was 

the killer god and mryt was the place where he committed his killings. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

they were not ankhti. 

 

   80                           
        n           anx.t(i)                 =sn 
      not        viables              them 

                          ankhti 
     

 before they have lived  (Lichtheim) 

 ere they have lived. (Faulkner) 

 before they had (even) lived  (Wilson) 
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Khenty, , means  foremost, at the head of and it is a term that could name any class 

of people. A Ba appears as one at the head of his brothers and since a Ba could 

be a member of any social class a Khenty could be at the head of any class of people. 

Apparently, in this particular case the god Khenty  is at the head of the non-Ankhti ones. 

He is Ammit, , the crocodile-headed figure present at the Hall of Judgment, who is the 

executioner of the condemned non-Ankhti ones. 
 

           
 

 His name, ammt,  means Devourer of the mt. 
  

  or                            

                                    

                                                                                 Devourer    of mt  
 

It should be noted that the phrase , ,  “they were not Ankhti”, in 

column 80 above, serves as a justification for the killing of the children: they were found to be 

non-Ankh and as a consequence they were killed as mt.  
 
The present speech of the Ba started with reference to the burial of sick flesh and this parable 
comes to an end by focusing on extermination of “sick flesh”. 
Next parable relates the case of an unsuccessful attempt to transform sick flesh into maat flesh. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

There was a commoner who wished to improve his social status 
 

          81        
iw       nDs                  dbH           =f                                
is   commoner         requests       he                  status              

 

A man asked for an early meal, (Lichtheim) 

A peasant asked for a meal, (Faulkner)  
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The poor man asks for an afternoon meal, (Wilson) 

 A commoner asks for dinner. (Nederhof) 

 
 is the time of the day that contains light and darkness, but mostly light: 

 

 
alt vielleicht die Zeit zwischen Mittag und Abend 
old, perhaps the time between lunch and dinner  

          
abendstier als Name eines göttlichen Wesens 
evening animal, as the name of a divine being 
 

There is ka (vital power)  of the gods and ka of the men. Since a being with ka  is 

considered “divine”, the  status, that the man is requesting, is a high one. 

The Ba is using one more example, one more parable, to show to the man what happens to 
those with great expectations because this “commoner” eventually failed.     
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

His woman/wife told him “it will be at msyt ceremony”  
 

                                         
   iw       Hmt =f          Dd       =s      n =f           iw    r                msyt 
   is      wife his    says   she   to him      will be     msyt ceremony 

 
his wife said: “It is for supper!” (Lichtheim) 
and his wife said to him: 'There is .... for supper.' (Faulkner) 

(but) his wife says to him “It is for supper!” (Wilson) 

His wife says to him: "It will be supper." (Nederhof) 
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Ein Fest 

a). Ohne Zusatz (meist vor dem Sokerfest genannt) 

b). in der Verbindung: vor dem Fest der Osirisgeburt genannt. 

 
A ceremony  
a). Without additional information (usually written before  “Sokar festival”)  
b). in the compound:   written before mentioning the feast of Osiris 
birthday.  
                                        _  
 
 

The sign used as a determinative in the word msyt , appearing in column 81 

above, is indeed a determinative sign attached to such words as bread, cake, food 
offerings, but here it takes the place of the glyph  (Grammar pg. 532) which is a semi-ideogram 

and determinative for the terms feast, festival; as the word appears written in the dictionary 

extract above:  ,   
 

What follows in the narrative of the parable suggests that the term msyt was used to name the 

personal judgment at a time it had most probably been already reduced to a ceremony of the 
rite of passage. 
____________________________________________________________________________   
 

He went outside to get “transformed/reproduced” at the estate 

                                      assembled/reassembled 
 

82                               

      iw         =f  pr =f    r              xntw     r              ssT r             At                          
      is       he goes to         outside    to           ssT at      the estate                                        

 
He went out to ... for a moment (Faulkner) 

He went outdoors to ... a while (Lichtheim) 

He goes out-of-doors to grumble for a while (Wilson) 

And he went outdoors to fume awhile (John L. Foster) 
He goes outside to [???] until the moment  (Nederhof) 
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Comments on the verb “sT” and the term “At”           
 

ssT   appears to be the causative form of the following verb sT : 

 

Säen, ausstreuen 
Sow, scatter, distribute 
 

Which later appeared as  

 

Jüngere Schr. für den übertragenen Gebrauch des vorstehenden Wortes 
Younger spelling for the passed on use of the preceding word 
 

Samen ergiessen, begatten, erzeugen 
Pour  semen,  copulate,  produce 
                    
              To cause to produce = to reproduce, for a being already “produced”. 

The commoner went outside to get sT , by having himself reproduced in the only way 

possible (he eventually ended up with a non-wished-for version of sT  , as per column 

84) and in the only place that the transformation/reproduction could be realized: at the At. But 

not At  meaning an instant of time but At  meaning estate. 
 

 As you will realize, the determinative signs of the word At have caused much confusion which 

may be due to small diagonal stroke , used in hieratic to replace determinatives that were 
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difficult to draw, or to the fact that the copyists used the determinative most apropriate according 
to their understanding of the meaning of the text being copied.                                                                                            
 
An example from the Pyramid texts will demonstarate how ancient copyists and modern 

translators interpreted determinative signs of the word At.  
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 262 § 334 (Pyramid of Unas) 

 
 

                                                                      

   m            wnis         ii            m            wnis         ii                                                                             
Behold,      Unas      arrived.     Behold,      Unas      came   

 
Unas arrived in the West. 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

                                            
       m  =k            Wnis                 
Behold, thou       Unas       passed     

                                                                                 

“  Unas” means “Unas  ”  , passed into light (land), Unas 

was “vindicated”                                                                
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                         

   n            iw    n          is          Wnis         Dsf        
  not        came then    indeed       Unas       himself     
                        
Unas did not report to the Hall of judgment himself. 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                                               
    ini          wpwt             iit               r =f               
arrived    message      that came    for him 

 
A note in behalf of Unas was handed to the judging gods.         

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

                                                   
    swA.n           Wnis      Hr         pr bA           =f       
   passed          Unas       by        house of Ba     his    
 

Unas arranged with his Ba for the note to be sent to the judges.                                                                                                             
___________________________________________________________________ 
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    nhi  n             sw                 At              wr          
   avoided              he            the estate       great    
 
As a result of the above Unas did not have to go into the Great Estate where the Hall of 
Judgment was obviously located. 
 
the striking power of the Great Lake has missed me.(Faulkner) 
the Great Lake’s wrath has missed him.(Allen) 

 

Kopfschmuck (Löwenhaupt mit Schlange) 
 Headdress (lion's head with snake) 
 

If At is taken as consisting of two words with  depicting the head of an 

infuriated bull  (which is used as determinative sign in the word Dnd, meaning 

rage) and to be the ideogram exclusively of a lake, then we get Allen’s translation.  
 

                                                     
    nhi n           sw            Dnd                S                 wr  
missed            him       the wrath     of the lake      the great  

 

If on the other hand the glyph  is taken to be the ideogram of the word power (Kraft, 
as translated in the relevant section of the “Worterbuch”, cited below)...  

  
...then we get Faulkner’s translation:  

 

                                                              
         nhi  n           sw             At                   S                 wr 
      missed            him       the power       of the lake      the great  
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Both of these renderings, however, have no relation whatsoever το the particular 
context.  
 
The signs , , and , are interchangeable. The following information comes 
from Alan Gardiner’s Grammar.  

Glyph : Ideogram, garden pool. “Not seldom”, writes Alan Gardiner, 

“interchanging in hieroglyphic with . Appears to be a sign for irrigated 

land”.  
 

Glyph : Ideogram, canal, channel filled with water.  

Glyph :  irrigation canal. Determinative irrigated land. “Early identical 

with, and clearly a mere differentiation of  ”.  

Please note that  is used as a determinative sign in the word tA, earth, land,  . 

 
In the pyramid of Teti, however, the sentence in question occurs written as follows: 
 

Teti                                                

         nhy     n =f                  At                      wr(t) 
               avoided he             the estate             the great  
 
                                           

The term At  appears in the Wörterbuch as                      

 
The legend reads: Vielleicht für “Ort, Stätte” 

Perhaps it is about , “Ort” (place, village, town), “Stätte” (place).  
 

The entry for the word   is the following: 

 
The legend reads:  

Ort, Stätte (besonders auch von heiligen Stätten). 
Place, village, town (especially for holy places). 
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The glyph, , ,    also   ,     or just  depicts a mound 

of earth with shrubs. It signifies “holy place” because it is the glyph used for the estates 
(fiefdoms) of the gods. Known variously as regions, portions, establishments, 

settlements, lands of the gods.  
 

Unas was a powerful man, a killer of gods, and he could afford not to go into the estate to be 
judged. So much the commoner of the present parable, as the man in the plot of the “Dispute”, 

both want to be judged and therefore the commoner left his home for the At the estate and not 

just for an At a moment of time.  

 

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 83 
 

 

When he came back to the house he was like another person 
 

83                                    
        ann    =f         sw         r  pr =f              iw  =f            mi                ky 
  returns  he     then    to house his      is   he         as           another    
 

and returned to his house (raging) as if he were an ape. (Faulkner)  

When he came back to the house he was like another (person). (Lichtheim) 

If he comes back into the house and is like another man,(Wilson) 

and then go back inside (John L. Foster)  behaving like a better person 

that he returns to his house. He is like another man. (Nederhof) 

 

The “Rite of Passage” around the world. 
 

 (Wikipedia)   

                                                                                                                                

Rites of passage, known from all over the world, imitate the description of the judgment 
procedure as it is found in the Egyptian mortuary literature. 
In the following extract from James Frazer’s book “Golden Bough” the continents of Africa, Asia 
and America are mentioned but the custom did obtain in Europe too. 
 

Chapter 67. The External Soul in Folk-Custom,  
4. The Ritual of Death and Resurrection, (page 589) 
 
THIS view of totemism throws light on a class of religious rites of which no adequate 
explanation, so far as I am aware, has yet been offered. Amongst many savage 
tribes, especially such as are known to practice totemism, it is customary for lads at 
puberty to undergo certain initiatory rites, of which one of the commonest is a 
pretence of killing the lad and bringing him to life again. Such rites become 
intelligible if we suppose that their substance consists in extracting the youth’s soul 
in order to transfer it to his totem. For the extraction of his soul would naturally be 
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supposed to kill the youth or at least to throw him into a death-like trance, which 
the savage hardly distinguishes from death. His recovery would then be attributed 
either to the gradual recovery of his system from the violent shock which it had 
received, or, more probably, to the infusion into him of fresh life drawn from the 
totem. Thus the essence of these initiatory rites, so far as they consist in a simulation 
of death and resurrection, would be an exchange of life or souls between the man 
and his totem. The primitive belief in the possibility of such an exchange of souls 
comes clearly out in a story of a Basque hunter who affirmed that he had been killed 
by a bear, but that the bear had, after killing him, breathed its own soul into him, so 
that the bear’s body was now dead, but he himself was a bear, being animated by 
the bear’s soul. 
This revival of the dead hunter as a bear is exactly analogous to what, on the theory 
here suggested, is supposed to take place in the ceremony of killing a lad at puberty 
and bringing him to life again. The lad dies as a man and comes to life again as an 
animal; the animal’s soul is now in him, and his human soul is in the animal. With 
good right, therefore, does he call himself a Bear or a Wolf, etc., according to his 
totem; and with good right does he treat the bears or the wolves, etc., as his 
brethren, since in these animals are lodged the souls of himself and his kindred. 
 
Frazer’s theories and explanations are of no importance. It is the records of 
eye witness reports that count in his magnificent book. 
   
Examples of this supposed death and resurrection at initiation are as follows. In the 
Wonghi or Wonghibon tribe of New South Wales the youths on approaching 
manhood are initiated at a secret ceremony, which none but initiated men may 
witness. Part of the proceedings consists in knocking out a tooth and giving a new 
name to the novice, indicative of the change from youth to manhood. While the 
teeth are being knocked out an instrument known as a bull-roarer, which consists of 
a flat piece of wood with serrated edges tied to the end of a string, is swung round 
so as to produce a loud humming noise. 
 
The uninitiated are not allowed to see this instrument. Women are forbidden to 
witness the ceremonies under pain of death. It is given out that the youths are each 
met in turn by a mythical being, called Thuremlin (more commonly known as 
Daramulun) who takes the youth to a distance, kills him, and in some instances cuts 
him up, after which he restores him to life and knocks out a tooth. Their belief in the 
power of Thuremlin is said to be undoubted. 
 
The Ualaroi of the Upper Darling River said that at initiation the boy met a ghost, 
who killed him and brought him to life again as a young man. Among the natives on 
the Lower Lachlan and Murray Rivers it was Thrumalun (Daramulun) who was 
thought to slay and resuscitate the novices. In the Unmatjera tribe of Central 
Australia women and children believe that a spirit called Twanyirika kills the youth 
and afterwards brings him to life again during the period of initiation. 
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The rites of initiation in this tribe, as in the other Central tribes, comprise the 
operations of circumcision and subincision; and as soon as the second of these has 
been performed on him, the young man receives from his father a sacred stick 
(churinga), with which, he is told, his spirit was associated in the remotest past. 
While he is out in the bush recovering from his wounds, he must swing the bull-
roarer, or a being who lives up in the sky will swoop down and carry him off. 
 
In the Binbinga tribe, on the western coast of the Gulf of Carpentaria, the women 
and children believe that the noise of the bull-roarer at initiation is made by a spirit 
named Katajalina, who lives in an ant-hill and comes out and eats up the boy, 
afterwards restoring him to life. Similarly among their neighbours the Anula the 
women imagine that the droning sound of the bull-roarer is produced by a spirit 
called Gnabaia, who swallows the lads at initiation and afterwards disgorges them in 
the form of initiated men. 
 
Among the tribes settled on the southern coast of New South Wales, of which the 
Coast Murring tribe may be regarded as typical, the drama of resurrection from the 
dead was exhibited in a graphic form to the novices at initiation. The ceremony has 
been described for us by an eye-witness. A man, disguised with stringy bark fibre, lay 
down in a grave and was lightly covered up with sticks and earth. In his hand he held 
a small bush, which appeared to be growing in the soil, and other bushes were stuck 
in the ground to heighten the effect. Then the novices were brought and placed 
beside the grave. Next, a procession of men, disguised in stringy bark fibre, drew 
near. They represented a party of medicine-men, guided by two reverend seniors, 
who had come on pilgrimage to the grave of a brother medicine-man, who lay 
buried there. When the little procession, chanting an invocation to Daramulun, had 
defiled from among the rocks and trees into the open, it drew up on the side of the 
grave opposite to the novices, the two old men taking up a position in the rear of 
the dancers. 
For some time the dance and song went on till the tree that seemed to grow from 
the grave began to quiver. “Look there!” cried the men to the novices, pointing to 
the trembling leaves. As they looked, the tree quivered more and more, then was 
violently agitated and fell to the ground, while amid the excited dancing of the 
dancers and the chanting of the choir the supposed dead man spurned from him the 
superincumbent mass of sticks and leaves, and springing to his feet danced his 
magic dance in the grave itself, and exhibited in his mouth the magic substances 
which he was supposed to have received from Daramulun in person. 
 
Some tribes of Northern New Guinea—the Yabim, Bukaua, Kai, and Tami—like 
many Australian tribes, require every male member of the tribe to be circumcised 
before he ranks as a full-grown man; and the tribal initiation, of which circumcision 
is the central feature, is conceived by them, as by some Australian tribes, as a 
process of being swallowed and disgorged by a mythical monster, whose voice is 
heard in the humming sound of the bull-roarer. Indeed the New Guinea tribes not 
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only impress this belief on the minds of women and children, but enact it in a 
dramatic form at the actual rites of initiation, at which no woman or uninitiated 
person may be present. For this purpose a hut about a hundred feet long is erected 
either in the village or in a lonely part of the forest. It is modelled in the shape of the 
mythical monster; at the end which represents his head it is high, and it tapers away 
at the other end. A betel-palm, grubbed up with the roots, stands for the backbone 
of the great being and its clustering fibres for his hair; and to complete the 
resemblance the butt end of the building is adorned by a native artist with a pair of 
goggle eyes and a gaping mouth. When after a tearful parting from their mothers 
and women folk, who believe or pretend to believe in the monster that swallows 
their dear ones, the awe-struck novices are brought face to face with this imposing 
structure, the huge creature emits a sullen growl, which is in fact no other than the 
humming note of bullroarers swung by men concealed in the monster’s belly. 
 
 The actual process of deglutition is variously enacted. Among the Tami it is 
represented by causing the candidates to defile past a row of men who hold bull-
roarers over their heads; among the Kai it is more graphically set forth by making 
them pass under a scaffold on which stands a man, who makes a gesture of 
swallowing and takes in fact a gulp of water as each trembling novice passes 
beneath him. But the present of a pig, opportunely offered for the redemption of 
the youth, induces the monster to relent and disgorge his victim; the man who 
represents the monster accepts the gift vicariously, a gurgling sound is heard, and 
the water which had just been swallowed descends in a jet on the novice. This 
signifies that the young man has been released from the monster’s belly. However, 
he has now to undergo the more painful and dangerous operation of circumcision. 
It follows immediately, and the cut made by the knife of the operator is explained to 
be a bite or scratch which the monster inflicted on the novice in spewing him out of 
his capacious maw. While the operation is proceeding, a prodigious noise is made 
by the swinging of bull-roarers to represent the roar of the dreadful being who is in 
the act of swallowing the young man. 
When, as sometimes happens, a lad dies from the effect of the operation, he is 
buried secretly in the forest, and his sorrowing mother is told that the monster has a 
pig’s stomach as well as a human stomach, and that unfortunately her son slipped 
into the wrong stomach, from which it was impossible to extricate him. After they 
have been circumcised the lads must remain for some months in seclusion, shunning 
all contact with women and even the sight of them. They live in the long hut which 
represents the monster’s belly. 
 
When at last the lads, now ranking as initiated men, are brought back with great 
pomp and ceremony to the village, they are received with sobs and tears of joy by 
the women, as if the grave had given up its dead. At first the young men keep their 
eyes rigidly closed or even sealed with a plaster of chalk, and they appear not to 
understand the words of command which are given them by an elder. Gradually, 
however, they come to themselves as if awakening from a stupor, and next day they 
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bathe and wash off the crust of white chalk with which their bodies had been 
coated. 
 
It is highly significant that all these tribes of New Guinea apply the same word to 
the bullroarer and to the monster, who is supposed to swallow the novices at 
circumcision, and whose fearful roar is represented by the hum of the harmless 
wooden instruments. Further, it deserves to be noted that in three languages out of 
the four the same word which is applied to the bull-roarer and to the monster 
means also a ghost or spirit of the dead, while in the fourth language (the Kai) it 
signifies “grandfather.” From this it seems to follow that the being who swallows and 
disgorges the novices at initiation is believed to be a powerful ghost or ancestral 
spirit, and that the bull-roarer, which bears his name, is his material representative. 
That would explain the jealous secrecy with which the sacred implement is kept 
from the sight of women. While they are not in use, the bull-roarers are stowed 
away 
 
in the men’s club-houses, which no woman may enter; indeed no woman or 
uninitiated person may set eyes on a bull-roarer under pain of death. Similarly 
among the Tugeri or Kaya-Kaya, a large Papuan tribe on the south coast of Dutch 
New Guinea, the name of the bull-roarer, which they call sosom, is given to a 
mythical giant, who is supposed to appear every year with the south-east monsoon. 
When he comes, a festival is held in his honour and bull-roarers are swung. Boys are 
presented to the giant, and he kills them, but considerately brings them to life 
again. 
 
In certain districts of Viti Levu, the largest of the Fijian Islands, the drama of death 
and resurrection used to be acted with much solemnity before the eyes of young 
men at initiation. In a sacred enclosure they were shown a row of dead or seemingly 
dead men lying on the ground, their bodies cut open and covered with blood, their 
entrails protruding. But at a yell from the high priest the counterfeit dead men 
started to their feet and ran down to the river to cleanse themselves from the blood 
and guts of pigs with which they were beslobbered. Soon they marched back to the 
sacred enclosure as if come to life, clean, fresh, and garlanded, swaying their bodies 
in time to the music of a solemn hymn, and took their places in front of the novices. 
Such was the drama of death and resurrection. 
 
The people of Rook, an island between New Guinea and New Britain, hold festivals 
at which one or two disguised men, their heads covered with wooden masks, go 
dancing through the village, followed by all the other men. They demand that the 
circumcised boys who have not yet been swallowed by Marsaba (the devil) shall be 
given up to them. The boys, trembling and shrieking, are delivered to them, and 
must creep between the legs of the disguised men. Then the procession moves 
through the village again, and announces that Marsaba has eaten up the boys, and 
will not disgorge them till he receives a present of pigs, taro, and so forth. So all the 
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villagers, according to their means, contribute provisions, which are then consumed 
in the name of Marsaba. 
 
In the west of Ceram boys at puberty are admitted to the Kakian association. 
Modern writers have commonly regarded this association as primarily a political 
league instituted to resist foreign domination. In reality its objects are purely 
religious and social, though it is possible that the priests may have occasionally used 
their powerful influence for political ends. The society is in fact merely one of those 
widely-diffused primitive institutions, of which a chief object is the initiation of 
young men. In recent years the true nature of the association has been duly 
recognised by the distinguished Dutch ethnologist, J. G. F. Riedel. 
The Kakian house is an oblong wooden shed, situated under the darkest trees in the 
depth of the forest, and is built to admit so little light that it is impossible to see 
what goes on in it. Every village has such a house. Thither the boys who are to be 
initiated are conducted blindfold, followed by their parents and relations. Each boy 
is led by the hand of two men, who act as his sponsors or guardians, looking after 
him during the period of initiation. When all are assembled before the shed, the 
high priest calls aloud upon the devils. Immediately a hideous uproar is heard to 
proceed from the shed. It is made by men with bamboo trumpets, who have been 
secretly introduced into the building by a back door, but the women and children 
think it is made by the devils, and are much terrified. 
Then the priests enter the shed, followed by the boys, one at a time. As soon as each 
boy has disappeared within the precincts, a dull chopping sound is heard, a fearful 
cry rings out, and a sword or spear, dripping with blood, is thrust through the roof of 
the shed. This is a token that the boy’s head has been cut off, and that the devil has 
carried him away to the other world, there to regenerate and transform him. So at 
sight of the bloody sword the mothers weep and wail, crying that the devil has 
murdered their children. In some places, it would seem, the boys are pushed 
through an opening made in the shape of a crocodile’s jaws or a cassowary’s beak, 
and it is then said that the devil has swallowed them. The boys remain in the shed 
for five or nine days. Sitting in the dark, they hear the blast of the bamboo trumpets, 
and from time to time the sound of musket shots and the clash of swords. Every day 
they bathe, and their faces and bodies are smeared with a yellow dye, to give them 
the appearance of having been swallowed by the devil. During his stay in the Kakian 
house each boy has one or two crosses tattooed with thorns on his breast or arm. 
When they are not sleeping, the lads must sit in a crouching posture without moving 
a muscle. As they sit in a row cross-legged, with their hands stretched out, the chief 
takes his trumpet, and placing the mouth of it on the hands of each lad, speaks 
through it in strange tones, imitating the voice of the spirits. He warns the lads, 
under pain of death, to observe the rules of the Kakian society, and never to reveal 
what has passed in the Kakian house. 
The novices are also told by the priests to behave well to their blood relations, and 
are taught the traditions and secrets of the tribe. 
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Meantime the mothers and sisters of the lads have gone home to weep and mourn. 
But in a day or two the men who acted as guardians or sponsors to the novices 
return to the village with the glad tidings that the devil, at the intercession of the 
priests, has restored the lads to life. The men who bring this news come in a fainting 
state and daubed with mud, like messengers freshly arrived from the nether world. 
Before leaving the Kakian house, each lad receives from the priest a stick adorned 
at both ends with a cock’s or cassowary’s feathers. The sticks are supposed to have 
been given to the lads by the devil at the time when he restored them to life, and 
they serve as a token that the youths have been in the spirit land. When they return 
to their homes they totter in their walk, and enter the house backward, as if they 
had forgotten how to walk properly; or they enter the house by the back door. If a 
plate of food is given to them, they hold it upside down. They remain dumb, 
indicating their wants by signs only. All this is to show that they are still under the 
influence of the devil or the spirits. Their sponsors have to teach them all the 
common acts of life, as if they were newborn children. Further, upon leaving the 
Kakian house the boys are strictly forbidden to eat of certain fruits until the next 
celebration of the rites has taken place. And for twenty or thirty days their hair may 
not be combed by their mothers or sisters. At the end of that time the high priest 
takes them to a lonely place in the forest, and cuts off a lock of hair from the crown 
of each of their heads. After these initiatory rites the lads are deemed men, and may 
marry; it would be a scandal if they married before. 
 
In the region of the Lower Congo a simulation of death and resurrection is, or rather 
used to be, practised by the members of a guild or secret society called ndembo. “In 
the practice of Ndembo the initiating doctors get some one to fall down in a 
pretended fit, and in that state he is carried away to an enclosed place outside the 
town. This is called ‘dying Ndembo.’ Others follow suit, generally boys and girls, but 
often young men and women… . 
They are supposed to have died. But the parents and friends supply food, and after a 
period varying, according to custom, from three months to three years, it is 
arranged that the doctor shall bring them to life again… . When the doctor’s fee has 
been paid, and money (goods) saved for a feast, the Ndembo people are brought to 
life. At first they pretend to know no one and nothing; they do not even know how 
to masticate food, and friends have to perform that office for them. They want 
everything nice that any one uninitiated may have, and beat them if it is not 
granted, or even strangle and kill people. 
They do not get into trouble for this, because it is thought that they do not know 
better. 
Sometimes they carry on the pretence of talking gibberish, and behaving as if they 
had returned from the spirit-world. After this they are known by another name, 
peculiar to those who have ‘died Ndembo.’ … We hear of the custom far along on 
the upper river, as well as in the cataract region.” 
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Among some of the Indian tribes of North America there exist certain religious 
associations which are only open to candidates who have gone through a pretence 
of being killed and brought to life again. In 1766 or 1767 Captain Jonathan Carver 
witnessed the admission of a candidate to an association called “the friendly society 
of the Spirit” (Wakon-Kitchewah) among the Naudowessies, a Siouan or Dacotan 
tribe in the region of the great lakes. The candidate knelt before the chief, who told 
him that “he himself was now agitated by the same spirit which he should in a few 
moments communicate to him; that it would strike him dead, but that he would 
instantly be restored again to life; to this he added, that the communication, 
however terrifying, was a necessary introduction to the advantages enjoyed by the 
community into which he was on the point of being admitted. As he spoke this, he 
appeared to be greatly agitated; till at last his emotions became so violent, that his 
countenance was distorted, and his whole frame convulsed. At this juncture he 
threw something that appeared both in shape and colour like a small bean, at the 
young man, which seemed to enter his mouth, and he instantly fell as motionless as 
if he had been shot.” 
For a time the man lay like dead, but under a shower of blows he showed signs of 
consciousness, and finally, discharging from his mouth the bean, or whatever it was 
that the chief had thrown at him, he came to life. 
 
In other tribes, for example, the Ojebways, Winnebagoes, and Dacotas or Sioux, the 
instrument by which the candidate is apparently slain is the medicine-bag. The bag 
is made of the skin of an animal (such as the otter, wild cat, serpent, bear, raccoon, 
wolf, owl, weasel), of which it roughly preserves the shape. Each member of the 
society has one of these bags, in which he keeps the odds and ends that make up his 
“medicine” or charms. “They believe that from the miscellaneous contents in the 
belly of the skin bag or animal there issues a spirit or breath, which has the power, 
not only to knock down and kill a man, but also to set him up and restore him to 
life.” The mode of killing a man with one of these medicine-bags is to thrust it at 
him; he falls like dead, but a second thrust of the bag restores him to life. 
 
A ceremony witnessed by the castaway John R. Jewitt during his captivity among the 
Indians of Nootka Sound doubtless belongs to this class of customs. The Indian king 
or chief “discharged a pistol close to his son’s ear, who immediately fell down as if 
killed, upon which all the women of the house set up a most lamentable cry, tearing 
handfuls of hair from their heads, and exclaiming that the prince was dead; at the 
same time a great number of the inhabitants rushed into the house armed with their 
daggers, muskets, etc., enquiring the cause of their outcry. These were immediately 
followed by two others dressed in wolf-skins, with masks over their faces 
representing the head of that animal. The latter came in on their hands and feet in 
the manner of a beast, and taking up the prince, carried him off upon their backs, 
retiring in the same manner they entered.” In another place Jewitt mentions that 
the young prince—a lad of about eleven years of age—wore a mask in imitation of a 
wolf’s head. Now, as the Indians of this part of America are divided into totem clans, 
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of which the Wolf clan is one of the principal, and as the members of each clan are 
in the habit of wearing some portion of the totem animal about their person, it is 
probable that the prince belonged to the Wolf clan, and that the ceremony 
described by Jewitt represented the killing of the lad in order that he might be born 
anew as a wolf, much in the same way that the Basque hunter supposed himself to 
have been killed and to have come to life again as a bear. 
This conjectural explanation of the ceremony has, since it was first put forward, 
been to some extent confirmed by the researches of Dr. Franz Boas among these 
Indians; though it would seem that the community to which the chief’s son thus 
obtained admission was not so much a totem clan as a secret society called 
Tlokoala, whose members imitated wolves. 
Every new member of the society must be initiated by the wolves. At night a pack of 
wolves, personated by Indians dressed in wolf-skins and wearing wolf-masks, make 
their appearance, seize the novice, and carry him into the woods. When the wolves 
are heard outside the village, coming to fetch away the novice, all the members of 
the society blacken their faces and sing, “Among all the tribes is great excitement, 
because I am Tlokoala.” 
Next day the wolves bring back the novice dead, and the members of the society 
have to revive him. The wolves are supposed to have put a magic stone into his 
body, which must be removed before he can come to life. Till this is done the 
pretended corpse is left lying outside the house. Two wizards go and remove the 
stone, which appears to be quartz, and then the novice is resuscitated. 
 
Among the Niska Indians of British Columbia, who are divided into four principal 
clans with the raven, the wolf, the eagle, and the bear for their respective totems, 
the novice at initiation is always brought back by an artificial totem animal. Thus 
when a man was about to be initiated into a secret society called Olala, his friends 
drew their knives and pretended to kill him. In reality they let him slip away, while 
they cut off the head of a dummy which had been adroitly substituted for him. Then 
they laid the decapitated dummy down and covered it over, and the women began 
to mourn and wail. His relations gave a funeral banquet and solemnly burnt the 
effigy. In short, they held a regular funeral. For a whole year the novice remained 
absent and was seen by none but members of the secret society. But at the end of 
that time he came back alive, carried by an artificial animal which represented his 
totem. 
 

 
 

 
The parable of the second commoner as narrated up to now (Columns 80 – 83) 
  

There was a commoner who wished to improve his social status. 
His woman/wife told him that there is a procedure to be followed.  
He went outside to get “transformed/reproduced” at the estate. 
When he came back to the house he was like another person 
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His wife reasoned with him, but he would not listen to her 

 

    84                            
  Hmt   =f        Hr            SsA         n =f           n       sDm n =f       n =s                 
wife  his     on     pleading with him   not   listens he   to her       

 
His wife beseeches him and he does not listen to her. (Lichtheim) 
His wife reasoned with him, but he would not listen to her, (Faulkner) 

His wife is (still) experienced in him: that he does not listen to her (Wilson) 
(his wife was wise to his ways). Yet he never really listened to her (John L. Foster) 

His wife pleads with him but he can't hear her (Nederhof) 
 

Whatever the case, there would have been no understanding between the new person, the 
“successor”, and his relatives. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

He was not successfully transformed as the judges were disappointed. 
 

              85             
             sT       n =f             wS       ib n               wpw[tyw] 
 badly transformed he   disheartened         the  judges                                      
                                        fell the heart of 
 
He  . . . heedless of the household. (Lichtheim) 

He . . . and the bystanders were helpless. (Faulkner) 

(but) grumbles, unresponsive to communications (Wilson) 
so the death demons came and carried him off. (John L. Foster) 

after he has [???], incapable of communication (Nederhof) 

 

The sort of transformation/social status he got: was not the expected one because 

the determinative sign used, the sparrow,  , is the ideogram for “no good”. 

With regard to the word wpw[tyw]  there is the following entry in Faulkner’s 

dictionary: 
 

  

Please note that :   In the plural the word occurs only in column 

85 of the “Dispute” text and that the rendering “bystanders” is based on the term   

Paul Dickson’s dictionary:  
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The determinative sign of the term wpw[tyw]  is the ideogram for “men:  

not for men and women  , family, crowd, bystasnders. 

 
 

                                      
         
   horns         to judge      judgement           judge                 messenger                                 
International                                                                        
  symbol of    
   the gods 
 
The title of the god Thoth, who presides at the Hall of Judgment, reads: 

  

                                                                  
                  dHwty          mAat wpw            n                psDt                 nTrw 
             Thoth     judge of Maat      of       the Ennead       of the gods   

 

As a rule, the judges in the mortuary literature are called   

 

Paul Dickson’s dictionary:  
 
The Ba, in his endeavor to change the man’s mind, used two parables of commoners who 
wanted to be ankhti and failed, apart from mentioning the builders who also failed as gods. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

   Resulting translation, Third Speech of the Ba. Columns 55 to 85: 
  

My Ba opened his mouth to me, to answer what I had said: 
“If you mention burial of bad flesh, it brings tears to the eyes, it is like making a man 
miserable by taking him from his house and sending him to the  channel, and qAA
thus you will not go up to see the light of the sun (the West). 
 
Those who built in granite, halls of beautiful pyramids of  good construction, 
when the builders change into gods, their scepters are destroyed, like the primitives 
(and) the mts on mryt wharf when no one survives. 
[Their corpses] carried by the current and burned by the sun; the fishes talking to 
them with wet lips. 
Listen to me! Look, it is good to listen to people. 
Enjoy the day and forget worries. 
 
A pesasant ploughed his plot of land and loaded his harvest into a boat. He towed 
the boat and sailed as his delivery time was getting close.  
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He saw the darkness of a coming northern storm and he kept an eye on the boat as 
the sun was running in and out of clouds. 
With his wife and children they met a misfortune in a dangerous closed channel, in 
the Dark-land at  location. 
On finishing (with the ordeal) he settled down (in the West). 
With broken voice he said: “I do not weep for that mother, not for the one that 
passed to the West, but for the other one on land.  I am concerned  about her 
children, killed young by facing the executioner god Khenty as they were not 
viable”. 
 
There was a commoner who wished to improve his social status. 
His wife told him that there was a procedure to be followed.  
He then went outside to get “transformed/reproduced” at the estate. 
 
When he came back to the house he was like another person 
His wife reasoned with him, but he would not listen to her. 
He was not successfully transformed as the judges were disappointed by him. 
 
 
 
 


